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The members of the Baby-sitters Club come to the rescue to help Mary Anne search for her beloved

kitten, Tigger, who has suddenly vanished.
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While trying to find her lovable kitten with the help of the other members of the Baby Sitters Club,

Mary Anne almost loses her boyfriend named, Logan.

If you like animals, especially cats, and a little mystery without the real scary stuff, then this book is

for you. In this particulary book, Mary Ann can't find her kitten. Becoming concerned, she and the

Baby-sitters look for the missing animal. They even have an award for whoever finds the cat, and

returns it to Mary Ann. One afternoon, Mary Ann receives a letter in her mailbox saying she must

pay $100 for the cat's safe return. She and her friends wonder if this is just a joke or if Tigger has

been really kidnapped. I like this book because like Hunter I'm allergic to many things (including four

legged creatures.) I have also enjoyed the books in the Baby-sitters Club, and this one was no

exception. So have fun cat-hunting, and reading this good book.



I was not into the pet-centered books, so I didn't really care that Mary Anne lost her cat. (It also

bugged me that he was "a kitten" for like a million years in this series.) But that was the plot, so we

went with it.My sister had a cat that used to play with the same kinds of toys that were described in

this story, so the fact that the cat would hit them behind the fridge was really visual to me for some

reason. I can still picture the row of cat toy balls lined up behind the fridge which everyone is too

lazy to retract.So the cat is missing, and Logan (Mary Anne's boyfriend) has a brother name Hunter

whose allergies are suddenly focused on with ridiculous clarity to the point that you of course know

what's going on as soon as they mention it. Also, Logan is inexplicably a jerk in this book, and even

though we later find out that he is irritable because he's about to get kicked off his sports team,

Mary Anne has some kind of dumb misunderstanding over thinking her boyfriend was trying to hide

that his brother had kidnapped her cat. Of course, no. He's being a jerk for another reason. These

"people blatantly misunderstand each other to add dramatic tension" plots never made sense to me.

This book is one out of few of the baby sitter club book that ve read and acully liked. Mary Anne

can't find her kitten tigger and then a mysturious not comes up saying they have taken tigger and if

she wants him back she must pay $100. The thing is they do not know if this i a joke or if tigger was

taken.

I don't like this book as much as the other books because you can judge everything by the cover.

the ending is not so good either, since I thought this book was not the best BSC book. the moment I

read the sentence when Mary Anne left for the meeting, the moment I know what the next chapter's

going to be about. I really don't think this is a good book. I dislike the title too. I do not recommend

you to read this book, HIGHLY!
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